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To start with, this class is going to be a party, so put on your favorite Tea Party Hat and a great and 
inquisitive attitude to do at least 6 ‘impossible things.’ Perfectionism can be left at home. I will go over 
many different concepts in class. We will cover what we can in the time we have. 

If you want to pre-plan your whole quilt – break out the graph paper and figure out what size blocks 
you want. Once you know the size of blocks you want, you will just adapt your creations to fit. There is 
not a lot of measuring going on until the final blocks are done. I will provide a handout of my overall 
plan for the sample quilt that you can follow, or you can go your own way.  

Supply List: 

Sewing machine with ¼ inch foot or at least your ability to make accurate ¼ inch seams 
Rotary cutter, cutting mat, and 18” or longer straight ruler (a shorter one would be handy too, but not 
necessary) 
Thread 
Other basic sewing supplies: seam ripper, pins, etc. 
Graph paper and pens/pencil for planning your Party if you want to do that in class. We will mostly be 
just making blocks, but if you want pointers from me on my process that can help you plan your 
project,  please do ask. 
A great attitude and a willingness to experiment and make mistakes. 
Chocolate and caffeine as needed and allowed by the venue. 

Fabric list: 
As many scraps as you want. Lots of background fabric – this doesn’t have to be all lights just a 
contrast to your hat fabrics.  Light hats on dark backgrounds work just as well as the sample quilt of 
medium and dark fabrics on the light backgrounds. You can control your palette as much as you spin 
out of control. It’s your party! 

Optional:  
Cell phone or other Digital device to save your layout options. 
Simple Folded Corners ruler by Doug Leko of Antler Quilt Design (for corners) or something similar. 
This is truly optional and just happens to be my favorite version. 

Highly recommended:  
Finger presser for “in-between” pressing (there is a lot of pressing needed in this project) 



I highly recommend the wooden Presser roller by Violet Craft. 
Rotating cutting mat (there is a lot of trimming in this project) 

Pre-cutting options: 
Hard to really say on this since this is improv.  
A variety of strips will be easier to work together into millinery masterpieces. 

And yes, seriously consider wearing a hat, it IS a Mad HATter’s party after all. 


